A fast 3D-imaging technique for performing dynamic Gd-enhanced MRI of breast lesions.
The characterization of breast lesions by their Gd-enhancement profiles has been proposed as a method for differentiating benign from malignant breast lesions. The limitations of dynamic contrast enhanced 2D imaging of the breast are the low number of slices that can be acquired, and the need to know the location of the lesion a priori to correctly select the noncontiguous 2D slice locations. These problems are exacerbated when multi-focal disease is present but not anticipated. Standard fast 3D gradient-echo imaging has a variable delay between successive acquisitions. We have developed a fast 3D gradient-echo imaging technique for dynamic Gd-DTPA enhanced breast imaging which obtains multiple 3D image sets of 32 contiguous images at 44 s intervals without an interscan delay time. This rapid 3D imaging technique achieves good temporal resolution and reduces patient motion between pre- and postcontrast images while covering a much larger portion of the breast and eliminating the need for a priori knowledge concerning the location of the lesion(s) when performing Gd-enhanced dynamic MR imaging.